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Abstract: A common characteristic of communication on online social networks is that it happens via short messages, often using non-

standard language variations. These characteristics make this type of text a challenging text genre for natural language processing. Moreover, 

in these digital communities it is easy to provide a false name, age, gender and location in order to hide one’s true identity, providing 

criminals such as pedophiles with new possibilities to groom their victims. Health organizations are increasingly using social media, such as 

Twitter, to disseminate health messages to target audiences. Determining the extent to which the target audience (e.g., age groups) was 

reached is critical to evaluating the impact of social media education campaigns. The main objective of this study was to examine the 

separate and joint predictive validity of linguistic and metadata features in predicting the age of Twitter users. We created a labeled dataset of 

Twitter users across different age groups (youth, young adults, adults) by collecting publicly available birthday announcement tweets using 

the Twitter Search application programming interface. We manually reviewed results and, for each age-labeled handle, collected the 200 

most recent publicly available tweets and user handles’ metadata. The labeled data were split into training and test datasets. It would 

therefore be useful if user profiles can be checked on the basis of text analysis, and false profiles flagged for monitoring. This paper presents 

an exploratory study in which we apply a text categorization approach for the prediction of age and gender on a corpus of chat texts, which 

we collected from the twitter social networking site. We examine which types of features are most informative for a reliable prediction of age 

and gender on this difficult text type and perform experiments with different data set sizes in order to acquire more insight into the minimum 

data size requirements for this task. 

 

Key Terms – Text classification, age and gender prediction, social media. FLANN Dataset. 

 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

 

In recent years online social networks like Facebook, MySpace, Bebo, Hyves and Twitter have expanded impressively and have enabled 

millions of users of all ages to develop and support personal and professional relations. However, a common characteristic of these digital 

communities is that it is easy to provide a false name, age, gender and location in order to hide Permission to make digital or hard copies of 

all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or 

commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on 

servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Conference’10, Month 1 one’s true identity, providing 

criminals such as pedophiles with new possibilities to groom their victims. When attempting to detect these Internet predators, both law 

enforcement agencies and social network moderators are confronted with two main problems: 

 

 The vast number of profiles and communications on social networks make manual analyses virtually impossible.

 Internet predators often create a false identity, posing as adolescents, in order to make contact with their victims.

 

Therefore, efficient automated methods for identity detection and checking are becoming necessary. 

 

Recent advances in natural language processing technology have enabled computational linguists to predict an author’s age (group) and 

gender in several text genres by automatically analyzing the variation of linguistic characteristics. However, in social networks, 

computational linguists are confronted with several issues. First of all, little information about the users’ gender, age, social class, race, 

geographical location, etc., is available to researchers (Herring, 2001). Most online social networks indeed do not provide open access to the 

users’ profile data, so it is difficult to collect training data for this task. Secondly, communication in online social networks typically occurs 

via posts on guestbooks, blogs, walls, etc. These are typically very short messages, often containing non-standard language usage, which 

makes this type of text a challenging text genre for natural language processing. Finally, given the speed at which chat language has 

originated globally and continues to develop, especially among adolescents, a third challenge in automatically detecting false profiles on 

social networks will be the constant retraining of the machine learning algorithms in order to pick up new variations of chat language usage 

that are linked to age and/or gender. 

 

This paper presents a study on a corpus of 1,537,283 Flemish Dutch posts from the Belgian social networking site Twitter, which we were 

able to obtain together with the users’ profile data. We investigate the feasibility of automatically predicting age and gender on short chat 

messages and examine which types of features are most informative for this application. Since it is our main objective to develop a useful 

component in a pedophile detection system, contrary to previous research on age prediction (see Section 2), which mainly focused on 

predicting age groups (e.g. 10s, 20s, 30s), we focus on classifying adults versus adolescents. This way, the system will also be able to detect 
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adults posing as adolescents and flag their profiles for monitoring. We include gender detection in our study because the vast majority of 

pedophiles are male, and mismatches between profile gender and predicted gender can therefore also be useful. Furthermore, (predicted) 

gender can be a helpful information source in constructing more accurate classifiers for age. Finally, we also perform experiments with 

different data set sizes in order to acquire more insight into the minimum data set size requirements for future retraining experiments. 

 

Our approach to this computational stylometry task is based on text categorization, and involves the creation of document representations 

based on a selected set of (patterns) of features, feature selection using statistical techniques, and classification using machine learning 

algorithms. 

 

Section 2 of this paper surveys the literature on age and gender prediction, together with a summary of prior research on text categorization 

with short texts and the effect of data set size. In Section 3 we present our data and give an overview of its characteristics. In Section 4 and 5 

we describe our computational approach and we present our results. We conclude this paper in Section 6 by summarizing and discussing our 

research contributions and by anticipating on our future research. 

 

2.  RELATED WORK 

 

We address three main problems in this paper: (i) the feasibility of detecting age and gender using a text categorization approach on the text 

genre of chat, (ii) the usefulness of the approach when confronted with very short texts, often containing non-standard language usage, and 

(iii) the minimum training data size that is required for a reliable performance. We describe related research in these areas. 

 

2.1 Age and Gender Related Research 

 

Recent advances in natural language processing technology have enabled computational linguists to perform automatic linguistic analyses 

of lexical, morphological, and syntactic properties of texts. Consequently the study of the variation of linguistic characteristics in texts 

according to the authors’ age or gender has already become feasible on literary corpora (Pennebaker et al., 2001; Pennebaker and Stone, 

2003; Holmes and Meyerhoff, 2003; Kelih et al., 2005 and Burger and Henderson, 2006). Argamon et al. (2002) were able to predict 

authors’ gender with approximately 80% accuracy, analyzing a large corpus of formal written texts (fiction and non -fiction) from the British 

National Corpus. Using 42,000 words on average as training data, they found that best performance was achieved when combining both 

function words distributions and part-of-speech n-grams as features. 

 

With regard to Computer-mediated Communication (CMC), there have been several studies on gender prediction of blogs (e.g. Argamon et 

al., 2007; Yan and Yan, 2006; Nowson et al., 2005). Argamon, et al. (2002) found that women tend to use more personal pronouns and 

negation, along with some function words like “for”, “with” and “and”, whereas male authors use determiners and numbers, along with “he” 

and “of” more frequently. Herring and Paolillo (2006) then selected a set of male and female preferential specific word forms, following the 

model of Argamon et al. (2002), to investigate whether gender or genre is a stronger predictor of linguistic variation in weblogs, but only 

found a correlation between language variation and genre. Only one study (so far) by Zhang and Zhang (2010) provides experiments with 

short segments of blog posts (15 tokens per segment, 10,000 segments), which produced a best accuracy of 72.10% for gender prediction. 

Few studies have investigated both age and gender related language variation. Schler et al. (2006) gathered a corpus of over 71,000 blogs and 

extracted style-based features (non-dictionary words, parts-of-speech, function words and hyperlinks) and content-based features (content-

based single words with the greatest information gain) for both age and gender prediction of the blogs’ authors. Their research showed that, 

regardless of gender, language usage in blogs correlates with age: pronouns and assent/negation become scarcer with age, while prepositions 

and determiners become more frequent. Blog words were found to be a clear hallmark of youth, while the use of hyperlinks was typical for 

older bloggers. Argamon et al. (2007) and Goswami et al. (2009) expanded the research of Schler et al. (2006) by adding non-dictionary 

words and the average sentence length as features. They found that teenage bloggers tend to use more non-dictionary words than adult 

bloggers do. Furthermore, the stylistic difference in usage of non-dictionary words combined with content words showed to predict the age 

group (10s, 20s, 30s or higher) with an accuracy of 80.32% and gender with an accuracy of 89.18%. The average sentence length did not 

correlate with age or gender. However, all of these studies have worked with text fragments that contained a minimum of 250 words.  

To our knowledge, there is only one previous study that analyses language variation in online social networks. In their demographic study 

on MySpace, Caverlee and Webb (2008) provide lists of distinguishing words for both age and gender, which they selected using the Mutual 

Information metric, but they did not apply any machine learning algorithms. 

 

2.2 Working with Small Data Sets 

 

In a wider stylometry context, most traditional studies use large sizes of training data with a limited set of authors, which usually leads to a 

better performance of the machine learning algorithms. As was mentioned in Section 2.1 all of the previously mentioned studies have 

worked with text fragments that contained a minimum of 250 words (except Zhang and Zhang, 2010). In stylometry research, the effect of 

data size has not been researched in much detail yet, since most of those studies tend to focus on long texts or several short texts per author 

(Luyckx and Daelemans, 2010). Burrows (2007) regards 10,000 words per author to be a reliable minimum for an authorial set. In the 

context of authorship attribution, a few studies focus explicitly on data set size. In a study on short texts by the Brontë sisters Hirst and 

Feiguina (2007) found that using multiple short texts can reduce the problem of dealing with short texts, even when ‘short’ means only 200 
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words per author. Sanderson and Guenter (2006) observed that the amount of short texts used for training has more influence on its 

performance than the amount of new texts that are used for testing and stated that 5000 words in training can be considered a minimum 

requirement. When reducing the number of words per text fragment to 100 words, Luyckx and Daelemans (2010) reported a dramatic 

decrease of the performance of the text categorization approach for authorship attribution.  With this paper we show that a text categorization 

approach to the identification of age and gender can also be used with sufficient reliability in social network communication despite its 

challenging characteristics (short texts often containing non-standard language). In addition, we introduce a new corpus of Dutch chat 

language. Dutch chat shows even more non-standard variation than English chat language in that it reflects strong dialectical influence. It is 

to the description of this corpus and of Dutch chat language that we turn next. 

 

2.3 FLANN Algorithm 

We propose a system Flann Based Matcher and FLANN (Fast Approximate Nearest Neighbor Search Library) using image processing to 

monitor the path of elephant movements. Alerting the nearby railway station, the locomotive pilot and the forest range officer if any such 

movement is detected Monitoring involves elephant detection using image processing by applying the techniques of background subtraction 

and foreground enhancement. FLANN is a library for performing fast approximate nearest neighbor searches in high dimensional spaces. It 

contains a collection of algorithms we found to work best for nearest neighbor search and a system for automatically choosing the best 

algorithm and optimum parameters depending on the dataset. 

 

 

4.  EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

 

4.1 Pre-processing the Data 

 

Posts on the Twitter social network can contain multiple quotes from previous posts (of which we do not have the correct author ID). 

Therefore, the first step in pre-processing the data consisted of extracting only the last post of each interaction, of which we did have the 

required metadata, and saving these as separate documents. 

 

In the second step of pre-processing we tokenized our dataset, in which we interpreted general emoticons, Twitter-specific emoticons and 

punctuation marks as tokens. We also normalized each token to lowercase and reduced all four or more consecutive identical characters to 

three, so that e.g. “niiice” and “niiiiiice” were considered to be the same type.  

The third step consisted of grouping our data using the profile data. In Belgium, the legal minimum age for sexual interactions is set at 16 

and the legal age of majority at 18. Therefore, we categorized our corpus into the following subclasses: min16 (from 11 to 15 years old), 

plus16 (16 and older) and plus18 (18 and older). Because the illegality of e.g. relationships between an 18 year old and a 15 year old is often 

very difficult to determine without a thorough police investigation, we also decided to create a class for an age group for which there could 

be no doubt about the illegal character of a sexual interaction with adolescents under 16, i.e. plus25 (25 and older). As research in psychiatry 

and behavioural sciences has shown, most individuals that engage in pedophilia are male (e.g. Ryan et al., 2007; Snyder, 2000; Murray, 

2000). Nevertheless, in a study on sexual crimes Snyder (2000) reported that females were the abuser in 6% of all juvenile cases. Moreover, 

predators can either pose as an adolescent of the same sex in order to gain their victims’ trust, or pretend to be an attractive adolescent of the 

opposite sex to seduce their victims. Therefore, we incorporated the metadata we had for gender and also created the following complex 

classes: min16_male, min16_female, plus25_male and plus25_female. 

 

In order to investigate the minimum amount of training data that is required for a reliable prediction of age and gender on short posts 

containing non-standard language variations for future retraining, we first set up our experiments with 10,000 posts per class and then 

subsequently decreased our dataset to 5000 and 1000 posts per class. 

 

4.2 Feature Selection 

 

In text categorization, a document representation (in our case a Twitter post) is composed of different types of features, the selection of 

which can significantly affect the performance of the machine learning algorithm. Unlike some previous studies on age and/or gender 

prediction (e.g. Argamon et al., 2007; Goswami et al., 2009), due to the complexity of the Dutch language usage in the Twitter posts we 

choose not to set up a dictionary of hand-picked features that are considered to be most likely to distinguish between age or gender 

categories. Moreover, using various feature sets is more interesting as they provide features with varied granularities and diversities. For this 

study we applied the Chi-square (χ2) feature selection metric (e.g. Manning and Schütze, 2001). 

 

Features can be based on (n-grams of) bags of tokens or characters, but also on morphological, lexical, syntactic or semantic features. As 

the non-standard language usage in our corpus provides severe challenges for automatic linguistic analysis (e.g., stemming, lemmatization, 

part-of-speech tagging), for the current study, we limited our feature set to token and character features only: word unigrams, bigrams and 

trigrams and character bigrams, trigrams and tetragrams. For our experiments we built our feature sets by selecting the 1000, 5000, 10,000 

and 50,000 features with the highest χ2-values from the training data. 
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5.  EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

 

In this section we present our results for the classification of Twitter posts according to their authors’ age group and gender using the 

Support Vector Machine learning package Liblinear (Fan et al., 2008). We also describe which types of features are most informative for this 

application and compare the robustness of these features with different feature set sizes. Subsequently, we  

provide an overview of the performance as we decrease our data set size from 10,000 instances per class to 5000 and finally 1000 instances 

per class. 

 

5.1 Adults versus Adolescents 

 

For this study we set up a classification experiment for: 

 

[1] min16 vs. plus16 

 

[2] min16 vs. plus18 

 

[3] min16 vs. plus25 

 

[4] min16_male vs. min16_female vs. plus25_male vs. plus25_female 

 

After selecting the features, we represented each document (in our case each Twitter post) as a sparse binary vector for the SVM classifier. 

We did not use frequencies in our vectors, as it did not produce better results in preliminary experiments. We evaluated the performance 

using 10-fold cross validation as experimental regime. First we give an overview of our binary classification experiments of min16 vs. 

plus16, min16 vs. plus18 and min16 vs. plus25, followed by a discussion of our 4-way classification experiment of min16_male vs. 

min16_female vs. plus25_male vs. plus25_female. We also discuss three different approaches to including the gender metadata into a binary 

age-based classification experiment. 

5.1.1 Age Classification 

 

For our main data set of 10,000 posts per class, the SVM classifier yielded an accuracy of 71.3% for the age-based classification task of 

min16 vs. plus16. This is to be compared to the random baseline of 50.0 %. As the distance between the age groups increased, the accuracy 

rose to 80.8 % for min16 vs. plus18 and even to 88.2 % for min16 vs. plus25. An overview of the accuracy results for min16 vs. plus16, 

min16 vs. plus18 and min16 vs. plus25 can be found respectively in in Figure 1, 2 and 3. 

 

As can be observed in these figures, token features outperformed character features in each age classification task. Furthermore, word 

unigram features (i.e. words, (Twitter) emoticons and punctuation marks) showed to be the most robust feature type for age prediction. 

Interesting to see was that for all token feature types the best accuracy results were achieved by using the 50,000 most informative features 

(χ2). 

 
 

5.1.2 Age Classification Including Gender 

 

In this section we first present our results for the 4-way classification experiment, in which we included 5000 instances per class. Moreover, 

we discuss three approaches of including the metadata for gender in order to investigate their effect on age prediction. 

 

For the 4-way age-based classification experiment of min16_male vs. min16_female vs. plus25_male vs. plus25_female, the SVM classifier 

yielded an accuracy of 66.3%. This is to be compared to the random baseline of 25.0 %. Similar to the results for the binary age classification 

experiments we described in the previous section, token features outperformed character features and word unigrams proved to be the most 

robust feature type for age prediction including gender metadata. Again the best accuracy results were achieved by using the 50,000 most 

informative features (χ2). We provide an extensive overview of these results in  
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the confusion matrix for our experiment based on the 50,000 most informative word unigrams, indicated very promising results for our 

main objective of detecting adults posing as adolescents. Only 3.1% of the adult male and 2.8% of the adult female posts were wrongly 

classified as either an adolescent boy or girl. The confusion matrix also indicated that the varieties in (chat) language usage were more 

related to age than to gender, because there was a greater confusion between the gender classes of the same age groups as there was between 

the age classes of the same gender groups. 

 

In view of a comparative analysis to the results of the binary classification experiment of min16 vs. plus25 we described in Section 5.1.1 

(Data set 1), which was balanced according to age only, we then utilised the data set with the complex classes, which was balanced 

according to both age and gender (Data set 2), to examine three different approaches of including the metadata for gender in order to 

investigate their effect on age prediction. We also report the precision, recall and f-scores for these experiments. Given our main research 

objective of detecting adults posing as adolescents, during these experiments we focused on the scores for the adult class of plus25. 

 
In the first experiment (Exp. 1) we reduced the number of classes in both train and test sets (10-fold cross validation) from the four 

complex classes to two, so that we could compare the results to those from Data set 1 and examine whether balancing our data set on both 

age and gender had an effect on performance. We reduced our classes from min16_male and min16_female to min16 and from plus25_male 

and plus25_female to plus25 and retrained the SVM classifier, using the 50,000 most informative unigram features (χ2). Compared to the 

results of Data set 1, which was balanced according to age only, the accuracy improved slightly from 88.2 % to 88.8%. More importantly, 

the precision, recall and 

 f-score for the plus25 class rose from respectively 87.8%, 88.6% and 88.2% to 90.5%, 92.9% and 91.7%. 

 

In the second additional experiment (Exp. 2) we first trained our classifier on our four complex classes and then reduced their number in 

the classifier’s output and our test sets to two age classes in order to examine whether the extra gender information the classifier had 

acquired during training would lead to a better age prediction on the binary test sets. The results showed an improvement upon Data set 1 

to 88.5% accuracy. We found similar results for the precision, recall and f-score of the adult class, i.e. a slight improvement to those of 

Data set 1 to resp. 88.3%, 88.8% and 88.5%, but they do not exceed the results from  

 

The third experiment (Exp. 3) consisted of reducing the number of classes in both train and test sets to two age classes, as we did in Exp. 

1, and including gender as an extra feature in every instance. Again the results improved upon those of Data set 1, with an accuracy of 

88.7% and 91.5% precision, 85.7% recall and 88.5% f-score for the adult class. In Table 4 we provide an overview of the results for our 

three additional experiments compared to those of Data set1. 

 

After examining these three different approaches of including the metadata for gender in order to investigate their effect on age 

prediction, for accuracy (88.8%) and recall (92.9%) and f-score (91.7%) of the adult class, the best results were achieved by balancing our 

data set according to both age and gender: 10,000 instances for both min16 and plus25, including 5000 instances for male and female 

within each age group. Adding the metadata for gender as an additional feature in each instance produced the best precision score for 

plus25 (91.5%). All the additional experiments showed improvement to the results of Data set 1, which was only balanced according to 

age.  
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Table 4. Results for data set 1, exp. 1 (2 classes in train and test), exp. 2 (4 classes in train, 2 in test) and exp. 3 (gender as feature) 

using 50,000 word unigram features (χ2). 

 

Scores Age Data  

Data set 

2  

(%) Group set 1 

   

Exp. 1 Exp. 2 Exp. 3    

      

Precision 

Min16 88.5 85.1 61.1 86.5 

     

Plus25 87.8 90.5 88.3 91.5  

      

Recall 

Min16 87.7 80.5 71.5 92.0 

     

Plus25 88.6 92.9 88.8 85.7  

      

F-score 

Min16 88.1 82.7 65.9 89.2 

     

Plus25 88.2 91.7 88.5 88.5  

      

Accuracy  88.2 88.8 88.5 88.7 

      

 

5.2 Data Set Size 

 

As we mentioned in Section 1, another challenge in detecting false profiles on social networks will be the constant retraining of the 

machine learning algorithms in order to pick up new varieties of chat language usage that are linked to age and/or gender. Therefore, we 

performed experiments with different data set sizes in order to acquire more insight into the minimum data size that will be required in 

future retraining experiments. In this section we describe the results that were achieved when decreasing our initial data set of 10,000 

instances per class to 5000 and finally 1000 instances per class. We included all of the previously mentioned feature set sizes and types in 

order to examine whether the best performing set of 50,000 most informative word unigrams (see Section 5.1) is robust to decreasing the 

data set size. 

 

After randomly extracting 5000 instances per class from our initial dataset of 10,000 instances per class, we retrained the SVM classifier, 

using the same feature extraction metric (χ2) to extract the 1000, 5000, 10,000 and 50,000 most informative features for each feature type. 

With only half the size of the first dataset, the SVM classifier still yielded an accuracy of 71.1% for the age-based classification task of 

min16 vs. plus16, indicating a very small decrease of 0.2% compared to the performance of the initial data set. A similar observation was 

made for min16 vs. plus18 and min16 vs. plus25, for which the accuracy scores decreased only slightly with 0.9% and 0.5% respectively to 

79.9 % (min16 vs. plus18) and 87.7 % (min16 vs. plus25). Again the best results for all feature types were achieved using the 50,000 most 

informative features. Moreover, the dominance of the word unigrams over the other feature types continues for this data set. 

 

From our reduced data set of 5000 instances per class, we then randomly extracted 1000 posts per class and retrained the SVM classifier 

with a setup identical to the first two experiments. With only 10% of the original dataset the classifier was still able to improve considerably 

upon random baseline performance for all binary age-based classification experiments: 65.6% for min16 vs. plus16; 77.4% for min16 vs. 

plus18 and 85.6% for min16 vs. plus25. For this small data set the best results for all feature types were achieved using the 10,000 most 

informative features and the most robust feature type for all experiments again proved to be the word unigrams. In Figure 5 we provide the 

learning curves over the three data sets using the best accuracy scores for each age-based classification experiment. 
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Subsequently, we also calculated the F-scores for the adult classes to investigate to which extend reducing the data set size would affect the 

performance of detecting them. Comparable to the overall accuracy scores we mentioned before, the F-scores for the adult classes showed a 

similar pattern of decrease when halving the data set size to 5000 instances per class: from 71.9% to 71.1% (plus16), from 80.9% to 80.1% 

(plus18) and from 88.2% to 87.2% (plus25). After further reducing our data set size to 1000 instances  per class the SVM classifier was again 

still able to improve upon random baseline and yielded 66.7% for plus16, 77.6% for plus18 and 85.5% for plus25. The learning curves over 

the three data sets using the best F-scores for each age-based classification experiment are provided in Figure 6. 

 
Given that with only 10% of the original dataset the classifier was still able to improve considerably upon random baseline performance for 

all binary age-based classification experiments, systematic retraining of the machine learning algorithms will definitely be feasible with the 

collaboration of popular social networks like Twitter, which receive at least 10,000 posts per day. 

 

6. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

 

Despite the challenging characteristics of this text genre for natural language processing, in this study we showed that it is feasible to 

improve upon random baseline performance for age classification using highly limited data sets of on average 12.2 tokens (i.e. words, 

(Twitter) emoticons and punctuation marks) per instance. Moreover, the choice of (chat) words (i.e. word unigram features like “bro” 

(brother), “grts” (greetings), flower and kiss emoticons, “fotokes” (pictures)) seems to be more important for age prediction than the way 

those words are combined in bigrams or trigrams. When training on the 50,000 most informative word unigram features (χ2), the SVM 

classifier showed promising results for classifying adults versus adolescents and yielded an accuracy of 71.3% for the age-based 

classification task of min16 vs. plus16. As the distance between the age groups increased, the accuracy rose to 80.8 % for min16 vs. plus18 

and even to 88.2 % for min16 vs. plus25. 

 

Since gender could be a helpful information source in constructing a more accurate classifier for age, we subsequently examined three 

different approaches to including the metadata for gender. First we balanced our data set according to both age and gender. Secondly we 

trained our classifier on four complex classes, which included both age and gender information, but reduced the number of classes to two, 

which only related to age, in the test sets and finally we performed a binary classification experiment with gender as additional feature in 

each instance. The best results were achieved by balancing our data set according to both age and gender with a best accuracy score of 

88.8%, best precision score of 91.5%, best recall score of 92.9% and best F-score of 91.7% for the adult class. Adding the metadata for 

gender as an additional feature in each instance produced the best precision score for plus25 (91.5%). However, all three approaches showed 

improvement to the results of the similar data set that was only balanced according to age. 
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Finally, we also performed experiments with different data set sizes in order to acquire more insight into the minimum data set size that 

would be required in future retraining experiments. With only half the size of the first dataset, the SVM classifier still yielded an accuracy of 

71.1% for the age-based classification task of min16 vs. plus16, indicating a very small decrease of 0.2% compared to the performance of the 

initial data set. A similar observation was made for min16 vs. plus18 and min16 vs. plus25, for which the accuracy scores decreased only 

slightly with 0.9% and 0.5% respectively to 79.9 % (min16 vs. plus18) and 87.7 % (min16 vs. plus25). Given that with only 10% of the 

original dataset (1000 instances per class) the classifier was still able to improve considerably upon random baseline performance for all 

binary age-based classification experiments, systematic retraining of the machine learning algorithms will definitely be feasible with the 

collaboration of popular social networks like Twitter, which receive at least 10,000 posts per day. 

 

As to our future research, given that the non-standard language usage in the Twitter Corpus provided great challenges for stemming, 

lemmatization and part-of-speech tagging, we will certainly address these issues within our project. We will also explore other machine 

learning algorithms that have proven to be reliable in e.g. authorship attribution. 

 

The question that remains is how these trained models will perform when the adult is a sexual predator, possibly posing as an adolescent. In 

order to answer that, we are collaborating with local and federal law enforcement agencies to collect training data. 
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